What the Warning Lights mean.

If any of the warning lights appear when driving, a fault is indicated. Follow the suggested procedures.

Exhaust Temperature Warning Light:

The light appears when the temperature of the catalytic converter is abnormally high.
- If it appears, stop driving. As there may be a lot of heat under the vehicle, park where there are no flammable materials such as grass. Stop the engine and allow it to cool.
  - Have the vehicle checked.

Brake Warning Light:

The light appears when:
- Parking brake is applied.
- Brake fluid is low.
- Vacuum pressure of the braking system is low (diesel vehicle only).
  - Have any faults fixed.

Battery Warning Light:

The light appears when there is a fault in the battery charging system.
- If it appears, have this checked.

Oil Pressure Warning Light:

The light appears when there is abnormal pressure of the engine lubricating oil.
- If it appears, stop driving and have this checked.
Seat Belt Warning Light:

The light appears when the driver’s seat belt is not fastened.
- Fasten the seat belt.

Door Ajar Warning Light:

The light appears when any of the doors are not properly closed.
- Stop and check each door is closed, until the light goes out.

ABS Warning Light:
(Not on all vehicles.)

The light appears when there is a fault in the Antilock Braking System.
- Have the system checked and repaired.

SRS Air Bag Warning Light:
(Not on all vehicles.)

The light appears or flashes when there is a fault in the air bag system.
- Have the system checked and repaired.
Disclaimer: This information is correct to the best of our knowledge but is followed at your own risk.

**Atomatic Rooftop Opening Warning Light:**

(Not on all vehicles.)
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The light appears when:
- Operating the rooftop tent.
- Rooftop is not closed properly and handbrake is released.
- Rooftop opening is open when driving.
- Check the rooftop is either completely open or closed.
  - Check the handbrake is applied.
  - If driving, stop driving and close the rooftop fully.

**Scavenging Fan Warning Light (Petrol vehicle):**

(Not on all vehicles.)
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The light appears when there is a fault in the scavenging fan operation.
- Stop driving and have the fault fixed.

**Scavenging Fan Warning Light (Diesel vehicle):**

(Not on all vehicles.)

The light appears when there is a fault in the scavenging fan operation.
- Stop driving and have the fault fixed.

**Sedimentation Water Tank Level (Diesel vehicle):**
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The light appears when the water level in the fuel sedimentation tank exceeds the limit.
- The tank needs to be emptied.
DISPLAY LIGHTS:

**Headlight High Beam Light:**

The light appears when the headlights are on high/main beam.

**Indicator and Hazard Lights:**

The light will flash when the indicators or hazard lights are used.

**Hold Light (Automatic vehicle only):**

The light will appear when the ‘hold’ function is used.

**Preheating (Glowplug) Display Light (Diesel vehicle only):**

The light appears when the Glowplugs are heating, to assist with engine start-up.

- Engine should be started when it goes out.
- It can also appear when fuse no. 1 fails, and you will also notice that the radio is not working.

**Rear Window Defogging Light:**

The light appears when the rear window defog/demist is operating.